
Cloud storage and SaaS applications such as Office 365, Exchange Online, and the G Suite are designed to boost productivity, 
however, in order to stay productive, your employees and your data rely on one critical factor: peace of mind.

Without tools in place to protect your employees from data 
loss, your business faces undue risk when it comes to 
productivity and resiliency. If severe data loss is a concern 
for your business, then backing up your Office 365 and G 
Suite is the right place to start.

This includes accidental deletion and file overwriting. In 
this increasingly susceptible cyberspace, what are you 
doing to bolster your SaaS protection?

Add safety and expert support to your Cloud portfolio with SaaS Protection, a comprehensive cloud to cloud backup solution 
that can backup and protect data in:

Backed by 24/7 monitoring and support, SaaS Protection ensures that your data will remain available when and 

where you need it.  Paired with IT Weapons award winning Managed Services practice, SaaS Protection can provide 

your business with the following key benefits:

 Quick recovery from ransomware

 Protection from user error

 Security against insider threats

 Satisfy compliance requirements 

 Ability to “un-do” malicious attacks 

 Added peace of mind 

SaaS Protection

Protection, restoration, security, and compliance for Office 365 and G Suite

Get True SaaS Protection and Cloud to Cloud Backup

Contact IT Weapons Toll-Free at 1.866.202.5298 or visit www.itweapons.com  
IT Weapons is the nationwide IT services division of Konica Minolta Business Solutions Canada 
Ltd. As a Canadian leader in managed IT services and secure cloud services, our team will help 
streamline your technology so you can focus on business performance, not system performance. 

Human error makes up 
70% of all SaaS data loss
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A common misconception regarding Office 365 and G Suite applications is that they are backing up all of your data. While Microsoft and 

Google replicate data in their Cloud, this does not protect your business from accidental deletions, corrupt data, or cybersecurity threats 

such as ransomware. Furthermore, getting your data back without a Managed Backup solution can be tricky and time consuming. 

Microsoft states that “point-in-time” restorations of 
mailbox items are out of scope

Need to restore from a 
specific date and Time?

Your data deserves better than industry standard security. Go above and beyond industry standards to make sure your cloud 
data is secure, easily recoverable, and protected.

Compliance Made Simple

 SOC 2 Type II audited

 Supports PIPEDA compliance needs

 Data encryption both at rest and in transit

 Data controls and monitoring tools including audit logs, uptime and availability SLAs, and export capabilities 

 Options for either one year or infinite data retention, depending on your individual requirements

saas protection
Backups, Recovery, and Peace of mind 

While Microsoft and Google certainly have you covered when 
it comes to any outages on their part, recovering data due to 
accidental or malicious deletion is your responsibility.

Accidental deletion accounts 
for 64% of data loss

Could your business survive a full stop in productivity? 

Reach out to us today to learn how you can stay safe, productive, and secure in the Cloud.


